A method for calculations of rotational-vibrational states of triatomic molecules up to dissociation threshold (and scattering resonances above it) is devised, that combines hyper-spherical coordinates, sequential diagonalization-truncation procedure, optimized grid DVR, and complex absorbing potential. Efficiency and accuracy of the method and new code are tested by computing the spectrum of ozone up to dissociation threshold, using two different potential energy surfaces. In both cases good agreement with results of previous studies is obtained for the lower energy states localized in the deep (∼10 000 cm −1 ) covalent well. Upper part of the bound state spectrum, within 600 cm
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a significant progress has been made in accurate ab initio calculations of global potential energy surfaces for small molecules that span the widest range of molecular geometries and energies, going from deep covalent wells (that accommodate stable molecular arrangements) toward the asymptotic range where much weaker van der Waals (vdW) forces dominate (and lead to formation of the weakly bound complexes or clusters) and all the way up to the formation/reaction channels (that describe reagents and products), and even above. Examples include surfaces for isomerization reactions of small polyatomic molecules, [1] [2] [3] for molecule-molecule interactions, 4, 5 and very accurate surfaces for several triatomic and tetra-atomic molecules. 2, 6 One example is a new and rather accurate potential energy surface (PES) of O 3 that has already been used recently to improve our understanding of the O atom exchange processes O + O 2 → O 2 + O, [7] [8] [9] [10] and of the ozone forming recombination reaction 11 O + O 2 ⇔ O 3 * +bath gas − −−−−−− → O 3 .
Quantum mechanical description of molecular dynamics on such global potential energy surfaces is a very challenging task, since a broad range of molecular geometries is involved that calls for very large grids or basis sets in multiple a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
dmitri.babikov@mu.edu dimensions, which translates into large matrices and very significant (often unaffordable) numerical cost of calculations. Relevant computational methodologies have been developed for molecular reaction dynamics in small polyatomic systems based on DVR techniques. [12] [13] [14] Those methods are able to cover a wide range of molecular geometries from reagents to products, but are focused exclusively on construction of a state-to-state transition matrix in the asymptotic region, bypassing calculations of the individual quantized states and their wave functions through the interaction region. In principle, such states and their wave functions could be determined using the FBR methods developed for calculations of bound rotational-vibrational states of the molecules, [15] [16] [17] but those methods become prohibitively expensive near the dissociation/reaction threshold where the PES "opens up" toward the entrance/exit channels. Therefore, a class of molecular dynamics problems that requires determination of energies and wave functions of ro-vibrational states close to dissociation threshold (and scattering resonances above it) represents a significant challenge.
One example of this sort is the above-mentioned recombination reaction that forms ozone. The process starts at energies above the dissociation threshold, where the thermal collisions of O and O 2 populate scattering resonances O 3 * . Those represent highly excited ro-vibrational states of O 3 and should be characterized by their energies, widths, and wave functions that determine the rates of their population, spontaneous decay, and quenching (by bath gas collisions) onto the bound states of O 3 somewhat below dissociation threshold. In order to treat these processes, we devised a method that combines some elements typical to the quantum reactive-dynamics calculations, with some other elements more typical to the multi-dimensional bound-states calculations. The resultant approach is efficient and fills the gap in computational methodology discussed above.
Namely, for description of vibrational motion in O 3 our approach employs the adiabatically adjusting principalaxis hyper-spherical coordinates 18, 19 that contain only one dissociative degree of freedom (hyper-radius ρ) and two bound-like degrees of freedom (hyper-angles θ and ϕ). In order to reproduce efficiently the delocalized wave functions at energies near dissociation threshold, we combine the sequential diagonalization-truncation procedure to construct FBR in θ and ϕ with a variable-step DVR grid along ρ, optimized based on the value of local de-Broglie wavelength, that adjusts to the shape of the PES. Widths of resonances are obtained by introducing a complex absorbing potential along ρ in the asymptotic part of the PES. Symmetry of O 3 states is described by the coordinate ϕ, and is used to further simplify the calculations.
In our recent publication 11 we have already applied this method to compute energies and widths of relevant scattering resonances O 3 * for rotationally excited ozone molecules up to J = 60 and, based on those data, we derived the recombination rate coefficient for ozone formation, as well as its temperature and pressure dependencies. Good comparison with the available experimental data was obtained. In this second (more methodological) paper we present all details of our approach, since it is general and can be readily applied to several other important triatomic molecules, such as S 3 , 20, 21 SO 2 , 22 NO 2 , 23 and CO 2 . 24 In order to conduct a rigorous benchmark study, we compute the spectrum of vibrational states in O 3 up to dissociation threshold using two different potential energy surfaces and compare our results against results available in the literature, computed by other groups for non-rotating molecule, J = 0. Then, we focus on an energy window of 600 cm −1 just below the threshold, since in the recently published kinetics study 11 we found that this part of the vibrational spectrum plays the most important role in the recombination process that forms ozone. Properties of these highly excited and delocalized vibrational states are explored and reported in great detail, including analysis of three-dimensional wave functions and their assignments.
II. THEORY

A. Hamiltonian operator in hyper-spherical coordinates
As initially derived by Johnson, 25 the total rotationalvibrational Hamiltonian operator for a triatomic system in hyper-spherical coordinates can be written in the form of H =T vib +V rot +T cor +V pot , where the following notations are introduced:
T cor = 4i cos θĴ y 2µρ 2 sin 2 θ ∂ ∂ϕ .
HereT vib is the kinetic energy operator for vibrational coordinates ρ, θ and ϕ, whileV pot = V pot (ρ, θ, ϕ) stands for the potential energy surface,V rot represents centrifugal energy due to the overall rotation of the system,T cor is the rotation-vibration (Coriolis) coupling term. Usual Euler angles α, β, and γ are used to describe rotational motion of the molecule. The body-fixed reference frame is defined by three principal axes of inertia, with axis z chosen according to Pack: it is a symmetry axis of an associated prolate symmetric-top, which minimizes couplings between different components of total angular momentum. 18 The overall volume element is d 6 υ = 1 /8ρ 5 sin θ cos θ sin β dρ dθ dϕ dα d β dγ. Since the normalized Wigner functions are used for expansion of the rotational wave function,D
, analytic integration over the rotational degrees of freedom leads to the volume element
5 sin θ cos θ dρ dθ dϕ. In this or very similar forms, the hyper-spherical coordinates have been employed over the years by several groups, due to simplicity of the kinetic energy operator and ro-vibrational decoupling, and also due to convenience of describing molecular symmetry when identical atoms are involved. Most notable contributions were made by Parker, Pack and their co-workers, 13, 18 by Kuppermann 26 and coworkers, more recently by Kendrick and co-workers, 15, 17, 27 by Kokoouline and Greene, [28] [29] [30] and also by several other independent followers. [31] [32] [33] The applications include both the reactive-scattering processes 13, 17, 18 and the bound-state calculations. 15, 27, [31] [32] [33] In the past, several users made slight modifications to these hyper-spherical coordinates, in order to make them more suitable for their particular applications. Examples can be found in the work of Johnson, 25 Whitnell and Light, 34 Parker and Pack, 18 and Kendrick et al. 17, 27 Some of those proposed transformations were intended to simplify the kinetic energy operator over ρ, others to deal with singularity over θ, or to enforce the desired symmetry properties over ϕ. Our goal was to obtain the simplest possible form of the kinetic energy operator with the simplest volume element. We found that this can be achieved by the following transformation of the "old" vibrational wave function, sayΨ(ρ, θ, ϕ), to its new form Ψ(ρ, θ, ϕ), as follows:
Then, the Hamiltonian operator acting onto this transformed wave function can be written asĤ =T vib +V rot +T cor +V pot +V ext where, instead of Eq. (1), a new expression is obtained for the vibrational kinetic energy operator
and a new potential-like "extra" term is introduced
We see that now the kinetic energy operator has the simplest form, with only three second derivatives along each ρ, θ, and ϕ. If the wave function is defined on a 3D-grid of points (direct-product DVR), the kinetic energy operator along each coordinate is trivially applied by Fourier-transforming the wave function to momentum representation, multiplying each point of it by P 2 /2µ, and Fourier-transforming it back to the coordinate representation (see, for example, Ref. 35 ). The additional potential term V ext of Eq. (6) is simply added to the potential energy surface V pot (ρ, θ, ϕ) and does not require any extra effort, since the potential energy operator is diagonal in the DVR representation. Furthermore, the volume element is now trivial: d 3 υ = dρ dθ dϕ. Interestingly, that while this work was in progress, we learned that we were not the first to discover this way of simplifying the hyper-spherical Hamiltonian operator. We found that this transformation was already discussed by Billing, in his book on the approximate quantum classical theory, 36 but was not applied to any real system.
B. Angular momentum decoupling approximation
In hyper-spherical coordinates the coupling between vibrational and rotational coordinates (the Coriolis coupling) is described by one cross-term in the Hamiltonian operator, T cor , Eq. (3), which contains both the rotational operatorĴ y and the vibrational operator ∂ /∂ϕ. If needed, the action of this term onto wave function Ψ(ρ, θ, ϕ) can be rigorously evaluated. 18 Typically, the value of Coriolis coupling is small, but it leads to linear growth of the Hamiltonian matrix size for J > 0, and quadratic growth of the numerical effort. For this reason, it is practical (and is often justified) to neglect this cross-term. Parker and Pack named this simplification the centrifugal-sudden approximation. 18 It is equivalent to the symmetric-top rotor assumption, also known as K-conserving approximation, since Hamiltonian operator of the symmetrictop rotor does not have such cross-term, and since projection K of angular momentum J onto symmetry axis of the rotor is conserved, making K a good quantum number.
Using this symmetric-top model, the Hamiltonian operator takes the simplest formĤ =T vib + V , where all the potential terms are combined: V = V pot + V sym + V ext , and the approximate centrifugal potential is given by
HereĀ and C are rotational constants of a symmetric top, with A being the approximate one, computed as average of two smaller rotational constants, A and B, of an asymmetric top:
Exact instantaneous values of the rotational constants in the hyper-spherical coordinates, according to Eq. (3), are defined as
Note that the centrifugal potential of Eq. (7) is obtained from the exact expression of Eq. (3) by neglecting a piece that corresponds to the asymmetric-
As it was emphasized by Parker and Pack 18 this simplification, together with neglect of the Coriolis coupling term, constitutes one single approximation, since both neglects are required in order to decouple the rotational and vibrational motions completely, in the hyper-spherical coordinates. Also, these rotational constants are those of a so-called fluid rotor, because the expression for B constant of rigid rotor does not contain sin 2 θ.
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For example, for an ozone molecule in its equilibrium configuration the values of rotational constants are A 2 = 0.45 cm −1 , B 2 = 0.66 cm −1 , and C 2 = 3.56 cm −1 , which makes it very close to a prolate symmetric-top rotor. For this reason, the K-conserving approximation has been used in the past in several studies of ozone spectra and dynamics, 35, 37 and was also adopted in our recent work. 11 Within this approximation, calculations of vibrational states are carried out independently for different values of K, such that K < J, for each J > 0. In our recent study of recombination kinetics 11 we showed that significant contributions to the rate of ozone formation are made by states with moderate rotational excitations, in the range 8 ≤ J ≤ 38, where this approximation is still expected to work reasonably well. The contribution of states with J > 40 was found to be small.
In the dissociation limit, when ρ → ∞ and θ → π/2, the rotational constants A, B, andĀ vanish, while C
showing dependence on the reduced mass of O 2 and Jacobi coordinates r and Θ. For T-shape configuration Θ = π/2 and the equilibrium distance r = r e = 2.282 a 0 , the value of C approaches the rotational constant of O 2 , which is 1.44 cm
It should be stressed that in the hyper-spherical coordinates, also called adiabatically adjusting principal-axis hyper-spherical (APH) coordinates, symmetry axis of the approximate symmetric-top rotor is always the principal-axis of inertia a (pointing along vector Q as defined by Parker and Pack 18 ) for any instantaneous molecular configuration, 38, 39 and K is always a projection of J onto this axis, K = K a . This choice minimizes Coriolis coupling 38 and makes the symmetric-top rotor approximation most accurate. 40 Note, however, that this is not automatically the case in other coordinates. For example, using Jacobi coordinates with R-embedding, 38 K is a projection of J onto the Jacobi vector R, and the values of rotational constants A, B, and C are defined relative to R. Although R becomes close to the principal-axis of inertia a in the asymptotic range (as R → ∞), it should be realized that R deviates from a quite substantially when molecular geometry is close to the equilibrium configuration, making Coriolis coupling significant. One known way to fix this problem is to use the adiabatic-rotation (AR) approximation of Bowman, 40 that expresses rotational energy through the principal axis of inertia, rather than Jacobi vectors.
C. Direct-product basis set
In quantum mechanics, two most frequently used mathematical representations of wave function are the finite basis representation (FBR) and the discrete variable representation (DVR). 41 In the FBR, wave function for the ith state is expanded over a basis set Φ n (x), 1 ≤ n ≤ N,
In the DVR, in contrast, a wave function is numerically approximated by a set of values at the points x n of the grid
Despite this difference, DVR can be thought of as a special case of FBR, where basis functions f n (x) are localized at the points of the grid
Now consider a two-dimensional problem, with Hamiltonian operatorĤ =T x +T y + V (x, y) and wave function represented as a direct product (of DVR or FBR) basis function for each dimension
This representation has S = N × M two-dimensional basis functions and the same number of expansion coefficients a
nm . The size of the Hamiltonian matrix is S × S. Structurally, it consists of N 2 square blocks (x-blocks) labeled by n. Each block contains M × M elements ( y-elements).
The advantage of this direct-product approach is its simplicity: the same basis set Λ m ( y) for the coordinate y is used through the entire range of the coordinate x. Consequently, the same M × M matrix elements of the operatorT y are replicated over the entire matrix, in each x-block (see Fig. 1, top panel) ,
The disadvantage of the direct-product approach is the large size of the basis set. Indeed, since exactly the same basis set Λ m ( y) is going to be used at all (different) values of the coordinate x, this basis set must be globally good, which in practice means-rather large. Same applies to the basis set Φ n (x), to be employed at all values of coordinate y. Thus, both N and M are expected to be large numbers, leading, in turn, to a large size of the resultant Hamiltonian matrix, which also increases rapidly with the addition of new coordinates. Namely, for a three-dimensional problem the size of the Hamiltonian matrix constructed using the direct-product FBR would be S = N × M × L, with L representing the number of basis functions for coordinate z (also large).
For example, we tried the direct-product DVR in hyperspherical coordinates ρ, θ, and ϕ to compute vibrational states of ozone. We found that for the states localized in the main (covalent) well of ozone (not quite up to dissociation limit, just up to the van der Walls plateau, see below), a grid of 64 × 64 × 64 equidistant points is sufficient for reasonably accurate results. This corresponds to the direct-product matrix size of almost S = 3 · 10 5 . But, such grid only covers a limited range of the hyper-radius, 3.3 ≤ ρ ≤ 6.0 a 0 . Expanding this grid up to ρ max = 15.0 a 0 (needed for calculations of all the bound states, including delocalized van der Waals states) would require N = 280 points along ρ, assuming the same step-size. This would lead to the matrix size of more than S = 10 6 . Moreover, it appears that in the asymptotic range of the hyper-radius the PES is very tight, which requires a much denser grid, compared to the covalent well. For example, we found that at around ρ max = 15 a 0 we need around M = 280 points for θ and L = 400 points for ϕ. Since the direct-product grid must be the same everywhere, one should use the 280 × 280 × 400 grid, with the matrix size on the order of S = 3 · 10 7 , which is computationally unaffordable.
D. Sequential diagonalization-truncation
The problems described above can be largely reduced by avoiding one universal basis set, and, instead, using different basis sets in different parts of the configuration space. Those could be optimized and made much smaller, locally, in order to reduce the size of the overall Hamiltonian matrix. In the literature this idea is called the sequential diagonalizationtruncation technique. [42] [43] [44] It is readily integrated into the hyper-spherical coordinates using an efficient combined DVR/FBR approach, as described below.
Since the vibrational operatorT vib of the Hamiltonian can be naturally split into two parts,Ĥ =T ρ +T θϕ + V (ρ, θ, ϕ), whereT
It is possible to formulate and solve, first, a two-dimensional eigenvalue problem for the hyper-angles θ and ϕ, at different values of the hyper-radius ρ, keeping it fixed. For example, at ρ = ρ n the two-dimensional Hamiltonian operator isĥ n =T θϕ + V n (θ, ϕ) and the corresponding Schrödinger equation isĥ
Here V n (θ, ϕ) = V (θ, ϕ; ρ n ) represents a two-dimensional slice through θ and ϕ of the potential energy surface at ρ = ρ n . Numerical solution of this equation gives a set of twodimensional eigenfunctions Λ n m (θ, ϕ) and a spectrum of the corresponding eigenvalues ε n m , labelled by index m, for each considered ρ n . Note that since hyper-angles θ and ϕ are "bound-like" degrees of freedom, the corresponding twodimensional slices V n (θ, ϕ) of the PES are always localized to a relatively small range in the (θ, ϕ)-space, as illustrated by Fig. 2 (upper frames). Thus, the eigenvalue problem is well defined and is relatively easy to solve. The corresponding eigenfunctions Λ n m (θ, ϕ) and eigenvalues ε n m are always realvalued, even at high energies (above dissociation threshold) and at large ρ (in the asymptotic region). To illustrate this, we presented in Fig. 2 five lowest-energy eigenfunctions Λ n m (θ, ϕ) for three representative values of ρ. Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows energy eigenvalues ε n m as a function of slice number n along ρ. Each vertical "column" of points represents the energy spectrum of the two-dimensional Hamiltonian operatorĥ n for one slice. The minimum-energy path along ρ is also shown in Fig. 3 (by red line), which reflects the shape of the PES and makes the local zero-point energy ε n 0 evident. The density of points in a given slice reflects properties of potential energy surface V n (θ, ϕ) at ρ n . For example, in the slice n = 33 the spectrum is sparser than in its vicinity, which corresponds to higher frequency, consistent with tight transition state in this slice. Slice n = 17 passes through the minimum of the covalent well, D e = 9275 cm −1 relative to the bottom of the dissociation channel, that corresponds to classical dissociation limit. Finally, slice n = 64 (last slice in Fig. 3 ) passes though the dissociation channel of the PES. Here we can see that quantum threshold is 794.51 cm −1 above the classical dissociation limit, which corresponds to zero-point energy of 16 O 2 in the state v = 0 and j = 1. The asymptotic form of Λ n m (θ, ϕ), as ρ → ∞, is discussed in Appendix. The two-dimensional solutions Λ n m (θ, ϕ) will be employed as locally optimal basis functions (at the next step, see below). Note that although the eigenstates Λ n m (θ, ϕ) for a given ρ n form an orthonormal set, the functions determined at different slices, say 
The size of this matrix is S × S, where
M n is the total number of two-dimensional functions determined and employed for the range of ρ. Structurally, the overlap matrix O contains N 2 blocks (ρ-blocks). Only the diagonal blocks are square, M n × M n , and, by construction, are the identity matrices. The off-diagonal blocks of the overlap matrix are rectangular, with dimensions M n × M n ′. They contain couplings between different values of ρ.
The second step is to combine the local FBRs in θ and ϕ, with the DVR in ρ, by expressing the overall three-dimensional wave function as
Importantly, size M n of the local basis set Λ n m (θ, ϕ), 1 ≤ m ≤ M n , does not have to be the same for different values of ρ. Typically, it is minimal at ρ → 0 (just a few functions in the repulsive region), is largest for the intermediate values of ρ (around 100 functions in the covalent well region), and is again small asymptotically as ρ → ∞ (about a dozen functions in the channel region). In this representation, matrix elements of the total Hamiltonian operatorĤ are computed as follows:
Here (T ρ ) n, n ′ is a square matrix, N × N, of the kinetic energy operator in ρ,T
in the DVR basis (a grid of N points ρ n ). Equation (18) shows that the overall Hamiltonian matrix H nm, n ′ m ′ is easily constructed from the overlap matrix O nm, n ′ m ′ by multiplying each of its ρ-block by the corresponding element of the matrix (T ρ ) n, n ′, and then adding to each diagonal element the corresponding value of two-dimensional energy ε Size of the Hamiltonian matrix is the same as that of the overlap matrix: S × S, where S = N  n=1 M n . In practice, this means a significant reduction compared to the direct-product DVR in 3D. Local basis set Λ n m (θ, ϕ) at each ρ n can be truncated based on a physical value of maximum energy in the problem, which gives one convenient convergence parameter for the entire problem: ε n m ≤ E cut . In the ozone example considered in Sec. II C above, where the covalent well is ∼10 4 cm −1 deep, we found that E cut = 7250 cm
above dissociation limit is sufficient to obtain reliable results for all bound states below dissociation threshold, and also for scattering resonances at energies up to 1000 cm −1 above dissociation threshold. This seemingly large value of E cut truncates basis sets down to only M n = 20 functions in the asymptotic range of ρ, and around M n = 200 functions in the covalent well region (see Fig. 3 ). At small ρ, in the repulsive range where all ε n m are above E cut , we still keep 20 eigenvectors in the basis (10 of each symmetry, see below) as it was recommended by Carrington. [42] [43] [44] Further speed up is obtained using symmetry of the vibrational states, as determined by the hyper-angle ϕ. For this, after the two-dimensional eigenfunctions Λ n m (θ, ϕ) have been computed, they should be analyzed and labeled as symmetric (A 1 ) or anti-symmetric (A 2 ) with respect to ϕ. Since those have no net overlap (due to cancellation of the integral), one can split each local basis set onto two separate basis sets of given symmetry: A 1 and A 2 . Each is used independently, according to Eqs. (16)- (18), which reduces the size of Hamiltonian matrix even further, roughly by a factor of two, and produces three-dimensional solutions of different symmetries through two independent calculations.
This approach (in conjunction with optimized grid DVR for ρ, see Sec. II E) leads to the total basis and matrix size of only S = 7 · 10 3 , for each symmetry. Recall that this is instead of the direct-product matrix with the size around 10 7 (see example in Sec. II C above). Such a significant matrix reduction, by three orders of magnitude, is very appealing since the numerical cost of diagonalization algorithms scales as S 2 or S 3 .
It is also instructive to mention the possibility of an adiabatic approximation, where the off-diagonal blocks of the overlap matrix O nm, n ′ m ′ are all neglected. This would lead, in the three-dimensional problem, to the Hamiltonian matrix that is automatically diagonal
Here, the diagonal elements of the kinetic energy operator in ρ are simply added to the values of two-dimensional energies in θ and ϕ. While useful in some cases, this approximation is expected to be rather rough in general. However, it should be recognized that a reasonably accurate approximation can be devised by neglecting not all, but some blocks of the overlap matrix. For example, those blocks that correspond to the values of ρ n and ρ n ′ that are far apart may show negligible overlap anyway, and can be safely neglected.
The reason for efficiency of the sequential diagonalization-truncation approach discussed above is that each local basis set Λ n m (θ, ϕ) can be chosen relatively small, simply because its functions are perfectly suited to describe behavior of the overall wave-function near ρ n . This is because Λ n m (θ, ϕ) are the local eigenfunctions, i.e., the best-possible functions, rather than some universal polynomials, or grids. Note, however, that this optimization concerns representation of a wave-function along θ and ϕ only, but not yet along ρ. Optimization of the grid f (ρ n ) along ρ is discussed next.
E. Optimized grid DVR
Grid representation, or DVR, is a good choice for coordinate ρ, because this is a dissociative degree of freedom. When energy is high, the spectrum of states is continuous. Scattering resonances are important, that dissociate, exhibiting wave functions that expand far into the channels of the PES. In this regime the grid should expand to large values of ρ, but it does not have to be equally dense everywhere. It is clear physically that the grid should be denser over the deep covalent well, where the wave-function oscillates rapidly. However, in the asymptotic range of large ρ, where the dissociation channels are shallow, wave function does not oscillate much (e.g., see Fig. 9 below) , and the grid does not have to be that dense.
Using this idea, the density of grid f (ρ n ) along ρ can be optimized, locally, using the local value of de Broglie wavelength:
Here E max is a constant number, one characteristic maximum energy of the problem. We recommend E max ≈ 2kT at room temperature. In contrast, E min is a variable of ρ, and is a local minimum possible energy of the system. In one-dimensional problems (diatomic molecules) this is simply the value of the PES, e.g., E min = V (r). 47 In the multi-dimensional problems one can define the envelope potential for each coordinate, e.g., E min = V env (ρ), for example, by computing the minimum energy path along ρ. But this method does not take into account local zero-point energy of the system that, in principle, can change significantly along the reaction coordinate. We realized that it is best to define minimum energy as the ground state energy of the local two-dimensional eigenstates ε n m , which reflects the minimum energy path along ρ, but also takes the local zero-point energy into account (see Fig. 3 ). So, we use E min (ρ) = ε 0 (ρ). In practice it is constructed as a spline of the lowest energy values ε n 0 determined on a trial grid of points ρ n (that can be uniform and rather sparse everywhere).
Using the local de Broglie wavelength λ(ρ), the local step-size for the variable grid is defined as
In this formulation, sometimes called grid mapping, 47, 48 the equidistant (working) grid ξ n with ∆ξ = 1 is defined along the auxiliary unit-less coordinate ξ. The Jacobian of transformation is J(ρ) = αλ(ρ), where α is a constant compression factor (α < 1 is used to make the grid denser than the minimal requirement α = 1). In order to generate the optimal grid ρ n , the differential equation dρ/dξ = J(ρ) is solved numerically (e.g., by 4th-order Runge-Kutta method) with boundary condition ρ = ρ min at ξ = 0, to determine the values of ρ n at the points ξ n . As it is often done, we place grid points in the middle of intervals, so, ξ 1 = 0.5 and ρ 1 is slightly larger than ρ min . Figure 4 gives an example of such variable-step grid. One can see that the density of points is much lower in the range of shallow van der Waals (vdW) plateau, and in the dissociation channel, compared to the region of deep covalent well. Grid density changes smoothly through the range of ρ. In the final calculations we used a denser grid, generated using α = 0.5. In fact, the physical optimized grid is only used for plotting the wave function (see Fig. 6 ), for all other purposes the working grid ξ n is used. For example, applying the kinetic energy operator in ρ is done using the equidistant grid ξ n , rather than a variable step-size grid ρ n . The change of variable is taken into account using the Jacobian of transformation J(ξ), not to confuse with total angular momentum
In order to keep the operator Hermitian and the matrix symmetric, a new wave function is introduced, with its FIG. 4. Variable-step grid generated for the dissociative coordinate ρ (black points). The grid is dense in the covalent well, is sparser in the vdW plateau region, and is even sparser in the asymptotic range. The ground state value of local 2D energy ε 0 (ρ), used to generate this grid, is also shown (red line).
The complex absorbing potential V cap (ρ) is shown in the asymptotic region (blue line).
corresponding operator
F. Calculations of resonance widths
Widths of scattering resonances, reported in Ref. 11, were computed by introducing into the range of large ρ values the complex absorbing potential in the analytic form suggested by Balint-Kurti,
with a set of parameters determined in our earlier paper:
35 A = 10 4 cm −1 , ρ c = 10.5 a 0 , and W = 6.5 a 0 . It is important to realize that V cap (ρ) depends on the value of hyperradius ρ only, and does not change through the two dimensional slice over θ and ϕ, which means that it does not affect two-dimensional solutions Λ n m (θ, ϕ) and the overlap matrix O nm, n ′ m ′, besides a constant shift V cap (ρ n ) = V n cap . So, introduction of the complex potential only affects the last step of our method, by changing the Hamiltonian matrix
This matrix has the same size S as in the real-valued case of Eq. (18), but it is non-Hermitian and exhibits complex eigenvalues E − iΓ/2. Note, however, that the two-dimensional solutions Λ n m (θ, ϕ) stay real functions in this formalism; complexity comes solely from the third dimension of the problem-the dissociative coordinate ρ. Distribution of resonance energies E and widths Γ for calculations with 0 < J < 60, K < J, and their role in the recombination process that forms O 3 were discussed in detail in a recent paper.
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G. Notes
The approach we devised here has several things in common with previous studies where the hyper-spherical coordinates were employed. For example, it resembles the methods of Pack, 13,18 Kendrick, 15, 17, 27 and Kokoouline and Greene [28] [29] [30] in what concerns the consecutive treatment of, first, the hyper-angular degrees of freedom (θ, ϕ), and then, of the hyper-radius ρ. However, the standard approach is to use the coupled-channel (scattering) formalism for the hyperradial coordinate, while we solve the eigenvalue problem. Typically, the goal of scattering calculations is to obtain the state-to-state transition matrix (e.g., for O + O 2 collisions), while our approach is better suited for calculations of the bound states and scattering resonances in O 3 , using the complex absorbing potential. Traditionally, the CAP is used in conjunction with Jacobi coordinates, where a separate CAP has to be placed and tuned in each dissociation channel. In contrast, in the hyper-spherical coordinates a single CAP defined along the hyper-radius ρ takes care of all dissociative parts of the wave function, in all three channels. On the other hand, our formalism relies heavily on the idea of sequential diagonalization truncation proposed by Bačić and Light, [42] [43] [44] but this technique is normally applied to other types of coordinates (such as Jacobi), not the hyper-spherical coordinates. Finally, we use the adaptive grid along the hyperradius ρ, and combine the DVR along ρ, with the FBR for (θ, ϕ), which is both practically convenient and numerically efficient.
We would like to note that during the editorial process it was brought to our attention that a very similar approach was recently developed by Kokoouline and co-workers. 46, [49] [50] [51] They also use DVR in the hyper-spherical coordinates, and solve the complex-eigenvalue problem using the CAP. They use the abbreviation SVD for their method, which stands for slow variable discretization (meaning the hyper-radius ρ). Many components of our method are, indeed, the same. One methodological feature that we use, and they do not, is the sequential diagonalization-truncation technique, which makes calculations very efficient.
On the technical side we want to note that matrix diagonalizations were done in parallel using ScaLapack. 52 The kinetic energy operator is applied using FFT, which corresponds to periodic behavior for ϕ (Neumann boundary conditions), consistent with symmetries A 1 and A 2 . For θ and ρ wave function vanishes at the ends of the grid, due to high potential energy. Two-dimensional eigenfunctions Λ n m (θ, ϕ) were obtained in two steps, using the same sequential diagonalization-truncation approach. Namely, we start with a 1D DVR in ϕ, which can be very dense, 400 points in the range 2π/3 ≤ ϕ ≤ 4π/3, but causes no issues since 1D solutions are computationally cheap. Those are determined for each value of θ on the grid (280 points through 0.43 ≤ θ ≤ π/2), and for each ρ slice (86 optimally spaced points in the range 3.3 ≤ ρ ≤ 15.0 a 0 ). Those are truncated using E cut (same value as reported above) retaining between 3 and 30 functions (of one symmetry), depending on the values of θ and ρ. These locally optimal and truncated 1D basis sets are used to set up the Hamiltonian matrix for a 2D problem in θ and ϕ, diagonalization of which gives Λ n m (θ, ϕ). Since 1D and 2D calculations are (typically) very fast, we use simple equidistant grids, but in principle, grid optimization in ϕ and θ can also be implemented, similar to what was done for ρ. Further fine-tuning can be done by adjusting the ranges of the grids in ϕ and θ, and the grid density, individually for different slices in ρ. Figure 2 clearly shows that the grids in ϕ and θ do not have to be the same at different values of ρ.
We conducted careful convergence studies making sure that the values of energies for scattering resonances in the window 400 cm −1 above dissociation threshold are obtained with accuracy better than 1 cm −1 (energies of the bound states are converged better than this). To summarize, our convergence parameters, all tested individually, include the number of points for DVR in ϕ, the number of points for DVR in θ, the density of optimized grid in ρ determined by E max and α, the extent of the grid [ρ min , ρ max ], and the value of energy cutoff E cut (used for truncation of 1D FBR basis in ϕ during solution of the 2D-problem, and for truncation of 2D FBR basis in hyper-angles during solution of the 3D-problem). The final values of these parameters were given throughout the text above, and will not be repeated again here. Note that this procedure bypasses common convergence studies of 2D energies ε n m , since only the final values of 3D energies matter. For scattering resonances, discussed in detail in the earlier paper, 11 we also checked the effect of absorbing potential (position, width, and steepness) on resonance lifetimes, making sure that convergence of the recombination rate coefficient, determined by these lifetimes, is close to 5%.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
As mentioned above, application of our method to calculations of scattering resonances above dissociation threshold for a broad range of rotational excitations (0 < J < 60) was reported in a recent paper. 11 Here, as a benchmark study of our method and new code, we compute the bound vibrational states of 16 11 where the standard approach (based on Jacobi coordinates) and a well-tested code were employed by another group. In the past similar calculations were carried out by several independent groups 53-55 using the older surface of ozone. The focus here is on the upper part of the spectrum, within 600 cm −1 below dissociation threshold, because we found that these vibrational states (bound in the J = 0 case) become scattering resonances when the rotational excitation (J > 0) lifts them above the dissociation threshold, where these states can be populated from the continuum through O + O 2 → O * 3 , and can contribute to the recombination process, O 3 * (+bath gas) → O 3 . 11 Thus, it is necessary to have all these states accurately computed, analyzed, and assigned, if only possible. Dissociation limit is defined as electronic energy of O + O 2 asymptote on the PES, plus the ro-vibrational energy of O 2 in the lowest-energy physically allowed state (v = 0, j = 1), which is 794.51 cm −1 for 16 O 16 O. This number was determined by 1D calculations for a slice through the asymptotic range of the PES, using a very dense grid of DVR points.
A. Lower part of vibrational spectrum in the well
For completeness, we also report the spectrum of vibrational states at energies lower than our "target" window of 600 cm −1 below dissociation threshold. Due to space consideration, these are given in the supplementary material (Table S-I) and include 209 states, with the ground vibrational state at energy −8618.25 cm −1 below dissociation limit. The states are rigorously assigned by symmetry, A 1 for symmetric and A 2 for antisymmetric, and are also qualitatively assigned the normal mode quantum numbers (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) that correspond to symmetric stretch (breathing), bending, and asymmetric stretch, respectively. The normal mode assignment is done by visual inspection of the vibrational wave functions, and often is not entirely certain. One reason for this uncertainty is some local-mode character (due to the PES shape) mixed into the usually dominant normal-mode behavior. Such states are still assigned the normal mode quantum numbers in Table S-I, but are labelled by "LM." Several lower energy examples are states (2,0,2), (2,1,2), and (2,0,3). At higher energies the local-mode behavior becomes the main reason for uncertainty of the normal mode assignments, as one can see from Table S-I. The second reason is similarity of the symmetric stretch and asymmetric stretch frequencies, v 1 and v 3 , that lead to similar energies of the states (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) and (v 1 + 1, v 2 , v 3 − 1) . Such states have the same total number of quanta, but one quantum of asymmetric stretch is replaced by one quantum of symmetric stretch. In Table S -I these pairs are labelled by "P#" where number indicates the corresponding pair state. Lowest energy example of this sort is the pair of states (0,0,4) and (1,0,3), followed by the pair of (0,1,4) and (1,1,3) , and then by (0,0,5) and (1,0,4). Such pairs are more common at lower energies.
In order to have a quantitative picture of the vibrational spectrum in this energy range, we tried to fit our computed spectrum by the standard Dunham expansion formula, that has 10 fitting parameters: three harmonic frequencies (ω 1 ,ω 2 ,ω 3 ), three intra-mode anharmonicities (∆ 1 , ∆ 2 , ∆ 3 ), three inter-mode anharmonicities (∆ 12 , ∆ 23 , ∆ 31 ), and the well depth D. Results for four fits, using different number of computed states (60, 120, and 180 lower energy states) are summarized in Table I . We see that the value of symmetric stretch frequency ω 1 and its corresponding anharmonicity ∆ 1 are less sensitive to the number of states included (compared to other parameters), the values of ω 1 and ω 3 are different only by ∼10 cm −1 (but are quite different from ω 2 ), and that the bending mode is the most harmonic (∆ 2 ∼ 2 cm −1 ). Although these fits are reasonable, they are not particularly responsive to all properties of the spectra, showing rather large standard deviations (up to ∼30 cm −1 in the case of 180 fitted states). Deviations of computed energies from the Dunham fit of 248 states (all the covalent well states, see below) are also given in Table S-I. We see that the bending mode states, even the highly excited ones, deviate little from the Dunham expansion. Examples are (0,10,0), (0,9,1), (1,9,0), (0,11,0), (0,10,1), and (1,10,0) that are within 10 cm −1 of the fit. Note that those are easily assignable states. In contrast, the largest deviations from the Dunham fit are observed for states that are hard-to-assign in terms of the normal mode quantum numbers (which makes sense, since the Dunham expansion assumes normal mode behavior). Thus, the states with the local mode character present, labelled "LM" in Table S -I, often deviate from the Dunham fit by more than 100 cm −1 . They typically have fewer quanta of bending, but more stretching quanta, in particular the asymmetricstretching that asymptotically correlates with the local-mode (dissociative) motion. Examples are states (2,0,5), (1,1,6 ), (1,3,5), (2,1,5), (2,0,6), and (2,3,4) . Importantly, we found much better agreement between our computed energies and the energies reported by Ndengué et al. 56 Deviations are presented in Table S -I and we see that they increase from only −0.08 cm −1 for the ground state at −8618.25 cm −1 , to about −1 cm −1 for the states at energies near −1000 cm −1 , and stay at that level for the upper states in Table S -I, up to energies −600 cm −1 . The difference is always negative and changes smoothly, which indicates some kind of a systematic, rather than random difference, more likely due to methodologies used, rather than the issue of convergence. Interestingly, the differences are slightly smaller for those hard to assign states (labeled by P# in Table S-I), relative to the other states in their vicinity. Overall, taking into account the difference of methods, coordinates, basis sets, etc., this level of agreement can be characterized as good.
As for state assignments, Ndengué et al. 56 provided assignments for the lowest 120 states only. Our assignments go much higher in energy, although, as it was discussed above, some of them are not entirely certain. But, for the lowest 120 states our assignment fully agrees with those of Ndengué et al. 56 We want to mention that we also carried out calculations of vibrational states using the older PES for O 3 , developed by Schinke and co-workers, 57 and compared our results with their results. They reported 185 bound states and, for the most part, our energies and assignments agreed with their results, with mean deviation of only 0.6 cm −1 through the entire spectrum, except several upper states where the assignment of Schinke was uncertain, and some of the states were missing. Note that Schinke carried out a detailed comparison of his spectrum against experimental results from the literature. He reported mean deviation of only 4 cm −1 between his computed and experimental spectra. This gives us even more confidence in our method and new code.
B. Upper part of vibrational spectrum in the well
Overall, we found 288 bound vibrational states for J = 0 ozone on the PES of Dawes, out of which 163 are symmetric (A 1 ) and 125 are antisymmetric (A 2 ). This agrees well with results of Ref. 56 where 160 symmetric and 125 antisymmetric states were reported. Figure 5 shows energy of vibrational states (both symmetries) as a function of state number in the window 600 cm −1 below dissociation threshold, which gives information about density of states in this important part of the spectrum. We see that the density of states is roughly constant in the range of energies from −600 cm zero (dissociation threshold) the density is also constant, with average spacing of about 3.6 cm −1 . This pronounced transition occurs due to opening of the "shoulder" or "plateau" region of the PES that can accommodate additional vdW-type states. This region of the PES is seen on the minimum-energy path along ρ in Fig. 3 , but is also reflected by two-dimensional energies ε n m in Fig. 3 , and, in particular, by the ground state energy ε n 0 in Fig. 4 . In this subsection we focus on the vibrational spectrum at energies between −600 cm −1 and −140 cm −1 , that has no vdW states. It contains states numbered 210 to 248, with properties summarized in Table II . As before, assignments of states in terms of the normal mode quantum numbers (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) are given, but only one-third of states in this energy range are clearly assignable. The local-mode character is strongly mixed into wave functions of the remaining two-thirds of states. For such states, marked by a superscript c in Table II , we give tentative assignments based on several factors, such as state energy and mode progression, in addition to visual analysis of vibrational wave function. The last column of Table II gives deviations of state energies from the Dunham expansion fit of all the covalent well states in the range from the ground vibrational state up to 140 cm −1 below dissociation threshold. Again, those states that are easily assignable show smaller deviations from the fit, while those that are hard to assign show larger deviations from the fit. Overall, based on absolute values of deviations from the fit, one can conclude the Dunham formula is not particularly useful in this energy range.
In this energy range the easily assignable states are those that have many quanta of bending and/or symmetric stretch, but no (or just a few) quanta of asymmetric stretch. This is easy to understand, since the large-amplitude asymmetric stretching motion correlates with dissociation of one bond, O 3 → O 2 + O, that brings system to configuration space where the local-mode description of vibrations becomes appropriate. This leads to the appearance of the local-mode behavior in the vibrational wave functions and makes difficult (or even impossible) the assignment in terms of the normal modes. In contrast, neither bending nor symmetric stretching motion correlates with dissociation, which keeps even highly excited vibrations localized in the well region, and preserves the normal mode behavior.
Although it is clear that bending does not promote bond breaking, it may not be clear why the symmetric stretching motion does not lead to dissociation. This is so because stretching of two bonds simultaneously and in phase is not going to break one of them, while breaking two at the same time is impossible energetically.
So, among the easily assignable states in this energy range there are several dominantly symmetric stretching states, such as (8,0,0), (7,1,0), (7,0,1), (6,3,0), (6,0,2), and (5,0,3) , there are several dominantly bending states, such as (0,12,0), (0,11,1), (0,10,2), (2,9,0), and (2,5,3) , and there are several mixed states such as (5,4,0), (4,6,0), and (5,3,1) . Figure 6 presents three-dimensional views of wave functions for all easily assignable states in this energy range. All of them are characterized by a relatively simple nodal structure and, although some of them show very significant spatial extent along the normal mode coordinate (e.g., very impressive bending progressions), neither of these functions extends into the dissociation channels.
In contrast to this behavior, Fig. 7 gives examples of wave functions for four states that are hard to assign. FIG. 6 . Examples of easily assignable wave functions of ozone in the energy range below the vdW plateau. Positive and negative lobes of wave functions are plotted in red and blue, respectively, using the iso-value of |Ψ| = 0.70. Hyper-spherical system of coordinates is given in the upper left frame. Assignment by normal modes (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) and state number is given in the corners of each frame. Nodal structure of each wave function is readily identified, since these states are localized in the covalent well. States in the left column have no excitation in ϕ and thus only one (side) view is shown, while states in the right column have several excitation quanta in ϕ, so, in addition to the side view the second (front) view is presented.
FIG. 7.
Examples of hard-to-assign wave functions of ozone in the energy range below the vdW plateau. Labels, colors, and positions are the same as in Fig. 6 . Due to significant excitation of asymmetric stretch (v 3 ≥ 5) wave functions of these states extend significantly towards the dissociative channels of the PES, where the nodal structure reflects excitation of the local-mode vibrations (indicated by green arrows). Such states can be assigned only approximately, due to significant mixing of the normal and local vibration modes, in contrast to Fig. 6 , where the states are localized, simple, and easily assignable.
All of them exhibit very significant excitation of the asymmetric stretching mode-five quanta and above. Their wave functions extend significantly into the dissociation channels, which is seen in Fig. 7 at two "wings" of the wave function, reaching toward the upper left and right corners. In fact, in the case of state (1,0,8) the shape of wave function is dominated by the local, rather than normal mode behavior.
C. Vibrational spectrum in the vdW energy range
In the remaining part of the bound states spectrum, within 140 cm −1 below dissociation threshold, we found 40 states, listed in Table III . Among these states only three are clearly assignable in terms of the normal mode quantum numbers: (8,0,0), (1,10,1), and (1,11,0) . The first state is a highly excited symmetric stretch, while the two others are highly excited bending states, with little or no asymmetric stretch excitation, which explains their simplicity and localization, and is consistent with logics outlined in Sec. III B. All other well states in this energy range are assigned approximately.
At these energies, the shallow vdW plateau becomes accessible to the vibrational motion of oxygen atoms in O 3 . Topologically, this part of configuration space is reached by increasing the dissociative coordinate ρ (see Figs. 3 and 4) , which requires combination of asymmetric stretching and breathing motions of large-amplitudes. The usual normal modes cannot be used anymore but, for approximate assignment of the spectra, we can introduce two new effective vibration modes for the O · · · O 2 complex, as shown in Fig. 8 . These are dissociative stretching motion along ρ, described by the quantum number v d , and "rocking" motion, described by the quantum number v r . Many states listed in Table III show clear progressions of excitations of these two modes, up to v d = 5 and v r = 6. Note that large-amplitude rocking motion moves the system through T-shaped configuration and corresponds to highly delocalized states. The third vibration mode of the vdW complex O · · · O 2 is stretching of the diatomic fragment O 2 , but it remains in its ground state due to high excitation energy. So, the last column of Table III contains assignments of the vdW states in terms of (v d , v r ). However, since the vdW plateau is very shallow with no barrier to the covalent well, only a few vibrational states are entirely localized in the vdW range. Majority of wave functions in this energy range show non-negligible amplitudes in both the covalent well and over the vdW plateau. Figure 9 gives examples of wave functions for six states within 140 cm −1 below dissociation threshold. Three of them are almost pure vdW states, with very small amplitude in the covalent well. Three other states are mixed, showing significant amplitude everywhere. Majority of states in this energy range are like this. To quantify this point we computed, for each state in this part of spectrum, the value of probability in the covalent well (ρ min < ρ < ρ ‡ ) and included it in the fourth column of Table III , as p w . The value of probability over the vdW plateau (ρ ‡ < ρ < ρ max ) is simply 1 − p w . From these data one can see that there are 20 bound states, 10 of each symmetry, with probability over the vdW plateau above 66%, but only 6 states with vdW probability over 95%. All those are found within 50 cm −1 below dissociation threshold, and include from four to six quanta of excitations: (0,4), (0,5), (1, 4) , (3, 2) , (1, 5) , and (0,6).
Also note that there are two vdW plateaus in the range 2π/3 ≤ ϕ ≤ 4π/3 (see Fig. 9 ), that correspond to dissociation of each bond in O 3 , either O · · · OO or OO · · · O. If the covalent well would not be there, one would expect to see a spectrum of the double-well system (somewhat similar to the inversion states in NH 3 ), namely, two sets of the rocking states, symmetric and asymmetric (A 1 and A 2 ), nearly degenerate at low energy and non-degenerate at higher energy. Indeed, the data presented in Table III show some of these features, but they are not particularly clear due to strong mixing with states of the deep covalent well. For example, the first two states of the (v d , v r ) progression are (0,0) and (0,1) of symmetries A 1 and A 2 . They are only 1.3 cm −1 apart, but this difference does not really reflect the splitting, because the state (0,1) appears at lower energy compared to (0,0), while the opposite is expected for the pure double-well system. The reason for this switch becomes obvious if one looks at the values of p w for these (dominantly) vdW states. It appears that both have significant population in the covalent well, and more so for the state (0,1), which lowers its energy compared to the (0,0) state. As excitation of the rocking mode increases, the splitting increases. It is 12 cm −1 for states (0,2) and (0,3), and grows to 20.4 cm −1 for states (0,4) and (0,5). Similarly, this splitting is 1.3 cm −1 for states (1,0) and (1,1), grows to 9.9 cm −1 for states (1, 2) and (1, 3) , and finally to 20.3 cm −1 for states (1, 4) and (1, 5) . Also, the splitting is 9.4 cm −1 for states (2,2) and (2,3). These numbers seem to be consistent.
However, many splittings are off this order. Thus, states (2,0) and (2,1) are split by too much, and this is because (2,1) is an almost pure vdW state, while (2,0) is strongly mixed with (4,1,4) state in the covalent well. Similarly, states (3, 0) and (3, 1) are split by a lot, and this is again because (3,0) is an almost pure vdW state, while (3,1) is strongly mixed with (5,1,3) state in the covalent well. Finally, vdW states (4,0) and (4,1) are split by a lot, because both of them are strongly mixed with states in the covalent well, (3, 3, 4) and (6,2,1), respectively. However, states (5,0) and (5,1) are almost pure vdW states, and, as expected, are split by only 5 cm −1 . One other complication is that some vdW states may show up several times in the spectrum, due to mixing with several different states of the covalent well. For example, we see from Table III that the vdW state (3,1) is found at −58.7 cm −1 mixed with the covalent state (4, 3, 3) , and also at −50.1 cm −1 mixed with the covalent state (5, 1, 3) . Similar behavior is found for states (3, 0) , (3, 2) , and (4,1).
Interestingly, many seemingly complicated features of the spectrum in the vdW plateau can be rationalized by analysis of two-dimensional energies ε Table IV. no barrier between the covalent well and the vdW plateau, the ε m (ρ) dependencies all show some barrier-like features. In the case of the ground state (ε 0 for symmetric and ε 1 for asymmetric cases) we only see a tiny "reef" submerged below the dissociation asymptote, but for all upper states the top of the barrier is well above the dissociation limit. These properties are summarized in Table IV , and we see that in the cases of m = 4 and 5 the barrier is ∼300 cm −1 above the dissociation limit.
It is important to understand that the value of m here is equivalent to the number of the rocking mode quanta v r = 6, simply because ε m is 2D energy, and in this part of configuration space one vibrational mode is unexcited (O 2 stretch in the O · · · OO complex), so, only one mode remains, which is the rocking motion. Thus, in the vdW range we can set m = v r . To emphasize this point, in Fig. 10 we labelled ε(ρ) dependencies using v r , rather than m.
This, first of all, explains the appearance of the barriers in ε(ρ) dependencies of Fig. 10 . Indeed, even if there is no barrier along the minimum energy path on the PES, the transition state region is still very tight, and the rocking motion there (roughly normal to the dissociation coordinate) requires a lot of energy, but further in the vdW range less energy is required, which manifests as a barrier along the one-dimensional ε v r (ρ) dependence. Second, it allows to understand the spectrum of modes (v d , v r ) over the vdW plateau using the adiabatic approximation discussed in Sec. II. According to it, the dissociation-mode states v d could be obtained by solving one-dimensional Schrödinger equation along ρ for each potential energy curve ε v r (ρ), independently. Now look at Fig. 10 (say upper frame, the symmetric case). The ground rocking state curve v r = 0 has only a tiny well, separated from the covalent well by a tiny reef. This structure can support only one dissociation-mode state localized over the vdW plateau, v d = 0, while all the excited states are forced to go over the reef and mix with states of the covalent well. However, the excited rocking state curve v r = 2 exhibits a much more pronounced vdW well, better separated (by the barrier) from the covalent well. It can support three states of the dissociation-mode: v d = 0, 1, and 2, that are localized dominantly over the vdW plateau. Similarly, the second excited rocking state curve v r = 4 supports two bound states (below dissociation threshold): v d = 0 and 1, while the third excited rocking state curve v r = 6 supports one bound state v d = 0. Overall, these considerations predict that the states (0,0), (0,2), (1,2), (2,2), (0,4), (1, 4) , and (0,6) are expected to be localized over the vdW plateau, while the states (1,0), (2,0), (3, 0) etc. are expected to be delocalized over the vdW plateau and the covalent well (the mixed states). This simplified picture is very much consistent with exact results (and their qualitative assignments) presented in Table III . The asymmetric case (lower frame in Fig. 10 ) is analyzed in a similar way.
Trying to derive some simple but quantitative measure of the vdW spectrum of ozone we fitted by the Dunham expansion some of the states of the two-dimensional progression (v d , v r ). We did not include the ground rocking states, v r = 0 or 1, because, when v d = 0 they require parameters very different from the other states, whereas when v d > 0 they mix with covalent well states. Roughly, we can say that for majority of the vdW states ω d ≈ ω r ≈ 20 cm −1 , with uncertainty within 2 cm −1 . However, for fundamental transition of the dissociative mode, the frequency is much higher, on the order of ω d ≈ 35 − 40 cm −1 . This is clear from Fig. 10 , where we see that the ground state curve is much tighter, compared to the excited state curves.
Finally, it should be noted that analysis of vibrational states in the vdW plateau could employ Jacobi coordinates and the corresponding set of quantum numbers, as one alternative to the assignment we devised above. In such approach the rotation of a diatomic fragment with respect to the third oxygen atom in the O · · · OO complex (the internal or pseudo-rotation), described by the rotational quantum number j, would replace the "rocking" mode that we used above. The other two modes would be very similar. This way of wave function assignment would be ideal asymptotically, but the potential energy map in Fig. 8 shows clearly that the PES of O 3 in the vdW region does not correspond to a free rotor (not yet). It has a shape along this delocalized vibration mode, and this shape is a double-well. For this reason, several pairs of lower energy vdW states are nearly degenerate (small splittings, as discussed above), which cannot be described by a rotational-like progression B j( j + 1). However, if we only look at the upper vdW states (excluding v r = 0 or 1, just as in the previous paragraph), rename the label v r by j in Table III , and try to fit the spectrum by
2 + B j( j + 1), (27) we see a reasonable fit, with standard deviation of about 2 cm −1 . The values ω d ≈ 25 cm −1 and B ≈ 2.2 cm −1 are obtained. So, the free-rotor picture can probably be used for upper vdW states, while for lower vdW states the picture of rocking motion through the double-well potential is more appropriate.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a method for calculation of rotational-vibrational states of triatomic molecules up to dissociation threshold (bound states) and even above (scattering resonances). The three major components of our approach are adiabatically adjusting hyper-spherical coordinates, the sequential diagonalization-truncation procedure (for the bound-like degrees of freedom), and the variable step-size grid (DVR, for the dissociative coordinate) optimized to the shape of the minimum-energy path on the potential energy surface. Calculations of resonance widths are possible by adding, at the last step of calculations, the complex absorbing potential to the asymptotic range of the PES. In this way the eigenvalue problem is solved for 3D-vibrations, without invoking the scattering formalism (such as coupled-channel). This approach is numerically efficient and allows rigorous incorporation of molecular symmetry.
New parallel code was written and used to compute energies and wave functions of the bound states of ozone, using two different potential energy surfaces: the older surface of Schinke and the newer surface of Dawes. In both cases very good agreement is obtained for all states assigned by these other authors in terms of the normal mode quantum numbers, which includes 185 lower energy states on the surface of Schinke, and 120 lower energy states on the surface of Dawes. Thus, we conclude that the theory is correct and the code is functional.
Our focus was on the upper part of vibrational spectrum, within 600 cm −1 below dissociation threshold (note that the covalent well of ozone is about 10 000 cm −1 deep). Interestingly, we found that progressions of the symmetricstretching states (up to 8 quanta), and even more so of the bending states (up to 11 quanta), survive up to dissociation threshold and even above it, and are easy to recognize, assign, and fit reasonably well by a simple formula, such as Dunham's expansion. In contrast to this behavior, excitations of the asymmetric-stretching overtones tend to explore more remote parts of the PES that correlate with dissociation channels. There, wave functions of O 3 are better described by the local vibration modes (rather than normal modes), which makes the assignments problematic and accurate fitting of energies impossible.
Finally, within 140 cm −1 below dissociation threshold, a broad plateau on the PES becomes accessible by largeamplitude vibrations of a floppy van der Waals type complex O · · · O 2 . In this energy range the spectrum of ozone can be assigned quantum numbers using a two-dimensional progression of the vibration modes: the rocking-motion states, and the dissociative-motion states, up to 6 quanta in each, both with very low frequency on the order of 20 cm −1 . However, fundamental excitations of the ground rocking states require higher frequencies, about 35 and 40 cm −1 (depending on state symmetry), due to large anharmonicity brought about by the double-well character of the PES near dissociation. Many of these (van der Waals plateau) states are mixed with the normal mode states of the main (covalent) well and, thus, are delocalized over a very large part of configuration space. Interestingly, we found that excitation of the rocking-motion helps to keep van der Waals states localized within the plateau region, by raising the effective barrier, even though the PES itself has no barrier between the covalent well and the van der Waals plateau.
Several improvements and further developments of the method are possible. First, the rigorous treatment of permutation group S 3 in calculations with J > 0 requires vibrational states of E-symmetry (doubly degenerate), in addition to symmetries A 1 and A 2 considered here. These states can be easily obtained by expanding the grid for hyper-angle ϕ onto its full physical range: 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π. Such calculations are ongoing and will be reported elsewhere.
Another improvement could be a better treatment of singularity along the equator of the hypersphere, θ = π/2. Here we just checked and found that since this singularity is very narrow, and the DVR points are placed at the middle of the intervals (rather than at their borders), the effect of this singularity is minimal: it only affects, by ∼2 cm −1 , energies of the upper 17 most-delocalized states, which can be mediated by choosing carefully the value of θ max (slightly smaller than π/2). More rigorous and automated treatments of singularities are known 58 and could be incorporated into our method.
Lastly, it should be admitted that the present formulation employs the centrifugal-sudden assumption, and thus is approximate for J > 0 states. More rigorous inclusion of the ro-vibrational coupling effect, due to the Coriolis term of Eq. (3), is desirable. In the future we plan testing the role of Coriolis effect in O 3 by including couplings between some (e.g., the nearest) K-blocks of the overall Hamiltonian matrix for J > 0.
Understanding the vibrational states of O 3 in the window 600 cm −1 below dissociation threshold is important because, as we showed in our recent paper, 11 this part of the vibrational spectrum plays the most important role in the recombination process that forms ozone. Due to rotation of O 3 molecules at thermal energies (up to J ∼ 40), these bound states are lifted by the centrifugal potential to energies above dissociation threshold, which makes them scattering resonances O 3 * that can receive population from continuum through collisions, O + O 2 → O * 3 , and can contribute to ozone formation. We think that a moderate centrifugal lift (say J ∼ 20-30) causes only a slight change of wave functions for many of these states, due to their very significant vibrational content and distinct modal structure. Thus, understanding the highly excited vibrational states in non-rotating O 3 (J = 0) should be helpful in the future for analysis and assignment of wave functions of the rotationally excited states (J > 0).
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See the supplementary material for the complete vibrational spectrum of ozone up to −600 cm −1 , Table S 
APPENDIX: ASYMPTOTIC FORM OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL EIGENSTATES
Here we show that asymptotically, as ρ → ∞, a solution of two-dimensional Schrödinger equation with Hamiltonian operatorĥ n acting on wave function Λ(r, Θ) can be obtained analytically. To recap, the operatorĥ =T θϕ + V ext + V sym + V pot has four components (omitting index n),
) ,
and the potential energy surface V pot = V pot (ρ, θ, ϕ). To find the asymptotic form of the operator, it is convenient to transform all four components from the APH coordinates (ρ, θ, ϕ) to mass-scaled Jacobi coordinates (S, s, Θ) and then consider a limit S → ∞. We start with the following transformation: 
The first component,T θϕ transforms as follows: 
In the limit S → ∞, many terms in these two components vanish and their sum approaches the following expression, that depends on s and Θ only: ) .
To simplify this part of the operatorĥ, we transform the initial wave function Λ(r, Θ) to a new wave functionΛ(r, Θ), Λ(r, Θ) =  r sin Θ Λ(r, Θ).
This transformation eliminates all terms except the two second derivatives Now, we approximate the wave function asΛ(r, Θ) = R(r) · A(Θ) and note that the action of angular operator (in parenthesis) could be expressed using its eigenvalues j( j + 1) and associated Legendre polynomials A(Θ) = P 
For a given value of the vibrational quantum number v (for example, v = 0) energies ε v, j constitute a non-degenerate rotational spectrum j( j + 1) of a rigid rotor, that starts with a quantum number j = K. If one neglects the effects of potential anharmonicity and centrifugal distortion, then energies ε v, j could be estimated as ε v, j ≈ ω v + , j ≥ K.
In this expression, ω and r 0 are vibrational frequency and equilibrium interatomic distance of oxygen molecule, respectively. Indeed, this solution is consistent with density of points in the rightmost slice in Fig. 3 . Two vibrational levels v = 0 and v = 1 are easily recognizable, and the spacing between rotational levels in v = 0 is increasing with energy. The ground state v = 0, j = 0 located at ε 0,0 = 791.63 cm −1 above asymptotic limit of the potential energy surface is forbidden by symmetry. So, the first allowed state is v = 0, j = 1 with energy ε 0,1 = 794.51 cm −1 .
